ABSTRACT

With the advances in wireless technology and explosive growth of mobile devices and wireless networks, mobile TV is becoming a popular application. The main technical challenge to wireless video broadcast is to provide the best quality of service possible under the radio resource constraints. In this paper we propose an application layer middleware solution that utilizes the scalability in video coding with rateless erasure correction codes to achieve a balance in the quality of service (QoS) and radio resource efficiency. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Significant improvements of the wireless technology and the growth of mobile devices and wireless networks over the last decade brought mobile TV applications into reality. Systems based on European standard DVB-H [DVB-H], Qualcomm solution MediaFLO [FLO], and Asian standards, e.g., T-DMB, DMB-T, are being deployed. In addition to mobile TV systems on separate spectrum, there are also in-band mobile TV solutions that utilizes the cellular spectrum with modifications on the cellular system. The business potential for MobileTV is huge, considering the growing penetration of mobile devices among people and the increasing time people spend with their mobile devices.

However, a main problem with the first generation mobileTV system is that the received video quality variations due to downlink channel condition variations. For a typical urban deployment, the channel condition can vary to a great degree due to shadowing and fading. To guarantee equal received video quality for all channel conditions would be quite wasteful on the radio resource. Therefore a hard design decision must be made to only guarantee reception above and beyond certain channel conditions.

This presents a dilemma to the system design, as it can be wasteful when receiving mobiles are in a good coverage area, while still be inadequate, when receiving mobiles are in bad coverage area.

Advances in video source coding [H.264] offers new solutions for wireless video streaming that essentially makes the video traffic “elastic” through scalable features. Instead of an “all or nothing” reception, it is possible to allow differentiation of QoS w.r.t. the channel conditions. The scalability of in video coding can be derived from trading-off the source rates w.r.t. the spatial, SNR and temporal video distortions [Ohm05]. In previous work, an effective temporal scalable video transmission system was developed. It operates at very low bit rate (VLBR) for wireless applications [Li05a],[Li05b],[Li08]. At VLBR, simply producing video with very high SNR distortion to achieve low bit rate is not practical, and in this work, we explore frame drop induced distortion metrics and use this metric to drive intelligent frame transmission decisions that maximizes the “smoothness” of the received video playback.

For error control in wireless video broadcasting, Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) is not a viable solution as it operates at the worst channel among receiving mobiles. Forward Error Correction (FEC) solutions like Reed-Solomon [Wicker94] code, also need to have to fix the coding rate before the transmission, which can be wasteful if all receiving mobiles have good channels for the transmission period, and inadequate if all channels are bad.

Recent advances in FEC, especially the rateless packet erasure correction [Byers02] Digital Fountain codes like Raptor code [Shokrollahi06], allows a bit-wise incremental error correction decoding process without a prior coding rate decision. This allows the FEC adapt to the channel condition and is a good feature for wireless broadcasting with elastic content, and indeed in [Vukobrativic08], an expanded window fountain code is used for a wireless video broadcasting system. However, the solution is optimized for content but not adapt to the channel conditions among mobiles.

In this work, we utilize our temporal scalability metrics and layered coding at video source, design a cross-layer optimization [Chiang07] scheme that employs the rateless...
erasure correction code with limited channel condition feedback to deliver a wireless video broadcast middleware solution that can operate with a variety of wireless PHY layers, and achieves graceful video quality adaptation to the channel conditions, while offer flexibilities for operators in trading-off QoS with system capacity. The paper is organized into the following sections: we present the problem formulation in Section 2, the optimal transmission scheduling solution in Section 3, simulation results in Section 4, and finally, draw the conclusion in Section 5.

2. SCALABLE WIRELESS VIDEO BROADCAST WITH RATELESS ERASURE

As discussed, there are several ways of achieving the elasticity of video traffic through its scalable coding features in spatial, temporal and SNR dimensions. However, some scalable features like SNR scalability (both coarse and fine granular features) are not widely adopted yet in deployed systems and mobile devices.

The temporal scalability through B-frames, and hierarchical B-frames, offers a rich set of frame dropping options for a Group of Picture (GoP), that are supported since early days of video coding. In this work, we consider video sequences coded with 15-frame GoP and IPBBPBBP coding pattern. Due to the prediction dependency among video sequences coded with 15-frame GoP and IPBBPBBP, the optimal allocation of erasure correction bits among layers to achieve maximum total received quality while also provide some minimum QoS guarantee is the goal. This requires limited APP layer feed back on mobile channel erasure rates from time to time, which can be done with relative small cost in resource, especially for in-band mobile TV solutions that shares the cellular infrastructure.

Let the sorted mobile erasure rate estimates for the current broadcast transmission scheduling interval be, \(\varepsilon_1 \leq \varepsilon_2 \leq \cdots \leq \varepsilon_n\). Let the broadcasting rate be \(R_0\) kbps, and the erasure correction bits for layer \(k\) be \(r_k\). Then the erasure correction broadcasting duration will be,

\[
t_k = \frac{r_k}{R_0}.
\]

For the mobile with erasure rate \(\varepsilon_j\), it will only be able to recover layer \(k\) with digital fountain code if, \((r_k + b_k)(1 - \varepsilon_j) > b_k\), or equivalently,

\[
t_k > \frac{\varepsilon_j b_k}{(1 - \varepsilon_j)R_0}
\]

The total received utility for layer \(k\) is therefore given as a function of the erasure rates and \(t_k\) as,

\[
U_k(t_k) = m * u_k, \text{ if } t_k \geq \frac{\varepsilon_m b_k}{(1 - \varepsilon_m)R_0}
\]

The broadcast problem is therefore formulated as the resource constrained utility maximization scheduling problem as,

\[
\max_{t_0,t_1,\ldots,t_k} \sum_k U_k(t_k), \text{ s.t } \sum_k t_k \leq T.
\]

for the scheduling interval of \(T\). The total number of layers is \(L\). Even though in this work we focus on temporal quality layers, this does not limit the application of this approach to other scalability features.

The optimal allocation of erasure correction bits among layers to achieve maximum total received quality while also provide some minimum QoS guarantee is the goal. This requires limited APP layer feed back on mobile channel erasure rates from time to time, which can be done with relative small cost in resource, especially for in-band mobile TV solutions that shares the cellular infrastructure.

Notice that we assume the system requires the mobiles to maintain an initial content buffer of \(T\) sec before start playing back. Also, the PHY/Link layer present the wireless

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{14} d(f_0, f_j) \text{ if } f_k \text{ is I frame}
\]

\[
\sum_{j=k+1}^{14} d(f_k, f_j) \text{ if } f_k \text{ is P frame}
\]

\[
d(f_k, f_{k-1}) \text{ if } f_k \text{ is I frame}
\]

\[
D_k = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{j=1}^{14} d(f_0, f_j) & \text{if } f_k \text{ is I frame} \\
\sum_{j=k+1}^{14} d(f_k, f_j) & \text{if } f_k \text{ is P frame} \\
d(f_k, f_{k-1}) & \text{if } f_k \text{ is I frame}
\end{cases}
\]

for frame \(f_k\) in the GoP. The frame drop distortion metric \(d(f_0, f_j)\) is derived from video frame luminance field trajectory analysis [Li05a]. Obviously not all frame losses are equal in terms of impact on the playback smoothness, due to the content and types of the frame.

One way to implement elasticity to the video traffic is to partition a GoP into \(L=3\) temporal quality layers, with \(L_0\) consists of the I frame, \(L_1\) consists of all P frames, and \(L_2\) consists of all B frames. Each layer \(k\) is therefore associated with a packet size \(b_k\), and utility based on frame loss distortion, \(u_k\), which can be simply computed as,

\[
u_k = d_{\max} - \sum_{f_j \in L_k} D_j
\]

for some constant in max frame loss distortion \(d_{\max}\). With rateless erasure correction code, mobiles with good channels can recover more layers than mobiles with bad channels and with resulting differences in playback quality.
channel to APP layer as an erasure channel with erasure rate estimates.

The system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. The solution can be implemented as a middleware that sits on top of existing wireless network stack and mobiles. Limited erasure feedback is required on time scale of $T >> \text{PHY}$ layer symbol duration. Also, to guarantee a minimum QoS for all mobiles, we can simply reserve time slot for the correct reception of layer $L_0$ for all users,

$$t_0 = \epsilon_n b_0 \frac{R_0}{(1-\epsilon_n)R_0},$$

thus limiting the schedule optimization to layers 1 and up. The solution to problems in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be found via a Dynamic Programming (DP) solution, which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.

### 3. THE OPTIMAL SCHEDULING VIA DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

For the system architecture discussed in Fig. 1, the problem is casted as an optimal scheduling problem. For the given video segment and broadcasting rate $R_0$, how to allocate erasure correction time slots $\{t_0^*, t_1^*, \ldots, t_L^*\}$ for each layer such that the total received quality is maximized, while resource constraints and QoS guarantee are met.

One simple solution is to compute available bits for erasure correction as,

$$r = R_0 T - \sum_k b_k,$$

then allocate these bits uniformly among all layers to have equal erasure protection. This content-blind way of streaming video obviously is not optimal, as certain packets are more important in video play back quality than others. Unequal Protection (UEP) is actually a hallmark in video streaming research, as outlined in [Wu00].

A straightforward way to do UEP is to allocate the correction bits proportional to the packet utility, that is to allocate $r_k$ correction bits to layer $k$ as,

$$r_k = r \frac{u_k}{\sum_j u_j}$$

This appears to be a reasonable solution, but it fails to take the mobile channel conditions into consideration. As discussed in Section 2, the broadcast video system utility is a function of both content and channel conditions. Eq. (9) only considers content, and can not be optimal for a variety of erasure distribution among mobiles.

The Optimal Solution

To find the optimal solution, first the erasure correction bits broadcasting slot for each layer is quantized into $n+1$ intervals, $[\frac{\epsilon_1 b_k}{(1-\epsilon_1)R_0}, \frac{\epsilon_2 b_k}{(1-\epsilon_2)R_0}, \ldots, \frac{\epsilon_n b_k}{(1-\epsilon_n)R_0}]$. The total utility at layer $k$ is therefore a step function that adds $u_k$ to total utility as $t_k$ moves to the next interval on the right.

This is illustrated as an example in Fig. 2. For a given content layer of certain size and utility, and the broadcasting rate $R_0$, the utility step function for 5 users with erasure rates [0.15 0.18 0.22 0.25 0.52] is plotted. Notice that to achieve total utility for this layer requires significantly more resource than achieving $4^*u_k$. This is the factor that an optimal solution need to consider.

In practical solutions, if there are a large number of mobiles within the coverage area, the intervals can be further quantized to a fixed number of intervals to have a fixed computation complexity. The step function will add $m \times u_k$ to the total utility if there are $m$ mobiles fall into this interval with their erasure rates.
Notice that there is a decoding dependence between layers. For mobile $j$, if layer $k$ is not correctly received, then the layer $k+1$ becomes useless even if it is received correctly. This process can be illustrated as a trellis. Starting with layer 0, after quantization of the time slot into $n$ intervals, there are a total of $n$ possible choices of $t_0^i$. Let the trellis node $u_k^n$ denote the best utility achievable for a transmission schedule ending at layer $k$ and interval $n$. An arc from node $u_{k-1}^i$ to $u_k^j$, represents a schedule that has $t_{k-1}^i$ at $i$-th interval and $t_k^j$ at $j$-th interval, which add $j^*u_k$ to the total utility, while use additional $\varepsilon_j^*b_k$ time in broadcasting erasure correction bits. The process is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a toy problem of $L=4$ layers and $n=5$ users. The decoding dependency pruned all arcs that connect $u_k^1$ with $u_{k-1}^i$, for $j>i$. The trellis also stops when the total time slot $T$ is used up, this means that not all nodes in the trellis are reachable. Each node is computed from the previous layer results as,

$$u_k^j = \max(u_{k-1}^i + j* u_k) .$$

The best incoming arc is stored for back tracking later. When all feasible nodes are computed, the best node is selected and the optimal scheduling is found by back tracking the trellis. This is similar to the Viterbi algorithm [Viterbi67]. The algorithm can work with any other combination of scalability features and utility modeling. Basically each coding unit is characterized by its packet size and utility. It is also associated with an erasure correction time slot and quantized intervals dependent on mobile channel conditions. The trellis can be built for any underlying coding unit dependency graph, as long as it does not consists of loops.

The computational complexity of this optimal scheduling algorithm is $O(nL)$, for $n$ users and $L$ layers of video. As discussed, the number of users $n$ can be controlled by quantizing the erasure rates. For a broadcasting server, this additional computational burden is negligible.

The accuracy and time scale resolution of mobile erasure rates estimation also affects the system performance. Compared with PHY layer channel condition feedbacks, which typically operates at symbol level and mini-seconds level, this erasure rate estimation is an APP layer functionality that operates in time scale of seconds instead of mini-seconds, therefore the overhead is minimum, and can be an easy extension of cellular system functionality.

### 4. Simulation Results

In the simulation, we set up a wireless video broadcasting system with the following parameters in Table I. The mobile users’ erasure rates distribution is plotted in Fig. 4. It varies from a minimum erasure rate of 0.05 to the maximum rate of 0.30. This covers a typical operating range of mobiles in a cellular setting. The video segment is divided into 4 layers, with layer 0 consists of the intra frame, and layer 1 consists of all P frames, and layers 2 and 3 divided up B frames among them. The utility values are computed from the frame loss distortion analysis as in Eq. (2).

#### Table I. Simulation Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video source rate</th>
<th>$B_0=347$ kbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting rate</td>
<td>$R_0=\alpha B_0$, $\alpha$ in [0.95 1.25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>$n=60$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Segment</td>
<td>15-frame GoP in the “foreman” sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Layers</td>
<td>4 layers, with packet sizes [90416 44328 20087 18806] bits, and utilities [12.4 8.4 4.8 4.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the solution does not dictate the method used to partition video source into layers, nor its utility modeling. A combination of SNR, spatial and temporal scalability features is possible, as long as the decoding dependency among packets can be represented as an acyclic graph, the same trellis solution can be derived.

The performance of the proposed optimal algorithm is compared with the uniform allocation and utility-proportional allocation schemes for a range of broadcasting rate $R_0$, that is in the range of 0.95 to 1.25 times of the video source rate. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.
There are 4 performance curves. The proposed optimal solution out-performs all other heuristic solutions in utility for all broadcasting rate range. In addition to the uniform and proportional schemes discussed, there is also a manual setting scheme of assigning erasure correction bits of [0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1] times to each layer’s source bits $b_k$. The optimal solution outperforms them all because the schedule is optimized with both content and channel conditions considered. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evident in this plot.

Computational cost wise the Matlab implementation of the scheduling algorithm takes about 0.05 sec to run on a 2.0 GHz PC for this 4 layer and 60 user cases.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a cross-layer optimization solution for wireless video broadcasting system. The temporal scalability feature of the video source is utilized along with the rateless erasure correction feature of the digital fountain codes. The transmission schedule is optimized with both video content rate-distortion characteristics and channel conditions considered in the optimization solution. Simulation demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach when compared with other heuristic solutions.

In the future, we will address the issues in erasure rates feedback, especially design a reliable scheme that is also having minimum overhead.
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